ANAGRAM QUIZ 3

ANIL
Perth, Australia

The clues are definitive anagrams or polyanagrams of the answers. Most are reversibles (work either way). Answers are out back.

1. a be-ill liable (6)
2. a corruption mob (3 11)
3. “alike minded” (5-6)
4. all yes, 0 but (10)
5. Rank, am wit. (4 5)
6. An ire bristles. (13)
7. a she-led (7)
8. deprived, in gruel (15)
9. “dern kids” (8)
10. Do me in at. (8)
11. End maim arts. (11)
12. extreme anti (11)
13. Ge/local coily (12)
14. Get holiness fusser. (4-13)
15. Get inflation. (9 3)
16. got lineages (11)
17. Hew gravity? (4 6)
18. Horn me so! (8)
19. It’s an hypoxia. (12)
20. Navigated in. (11)
21. Nice rut spurt is “out”. (6 11)
22. 0-back “Hell” (5 4)
23. on a >C< rig (7)
24. Or recant it. (10)
25. rank shoals (4 6)
26. Relate to. (8)
27. sea’s gap (7)
28. squirmage (9)
29. stern duress (5 6)
30. the C areage (10)
31. the law! (6)
32. the sad “had” set (6)
33. trim apes (8)
34. tum ogre (7)
35. U-circle-U (8)
36. “un-ism” in sum (5)